
 

 

IFIS-Online-Colloquium  
 

The Institute for Integral Studies invites you to the IFIS Online Colloquium n° 16: 

 
 

Time:  Wednesday, June 20th, 2018, at 20.00-22.00 h, Zoom meeting. 
Presenter:   Claudine Villemot-Kienzle, Ingrid Schneider, Center for Human Emergence 
Topic:          Educating for Global Competence: Preparing people to engage in our complex world 
 

 

Details 
We´ll present the core principles that guided the design and development of our “Social Architect” curricu-

lum, rooted in the integral perspective. After running four cycles of this education program in German-speak-

ing countries, we share our evaluation, as well as the adjustments we made in order to better address both 

the needs of the students and the requirements of the rapidly changing environment. We invite the audience 

to explore two questions and share insights, impulses and feelings around them: what would you identify as 

core dispositions necessary to easily navigate complex human ecosystems? And how much significance 

would you give to the dimension of intuition (Beyond Ego) in the context of these global competences?  

 

Short bio of the presenters 
Claudine Villemot-Kienzle has long experience as trainer, facilitator and consultant 

for trans-culturalism and value systems in organizational and global contexts. She 

is co-founder and co-director of the Center for Human Emergence (Germany – Aus-

tria – Switzerland). In this context, Claudine initiated and co-created the Social Ar-

chitect training program. She also performs as a choreogra-

pher and art director. She can be reached at claudine.vil-

lemot-kienzle@humanemergence.de. 

Ingrid Schneider works and describes herself as Social Archi-

tect, a person who creates conditions and enables transformational change in complex 

situations. She works as a transformational minister in the protestant church, as con-

sultant and certified SQ21 coach. Ingrid is member of the leading CHE team in Germany 

since 2012, has co-designed this online program and is on the teaching staff. She can 

be reached at Ingrid.schneider@humanemergence.de 

Note: The Colloquium will be held in English. 

If you wish to participate, please register with us by June 15 at info@ifis-freiburg.de.  

Registered participants will receive the Zoom invite upon registration. 

 

More info on the IFIS Online Colloquium:  

The main intent of our Colloquium – in line with IFIS' general mission and purpose – is to help connect inter-

ested integrally oriented researchers and practitioners by offering them a forum to exchange experiences 

around innovative approaches to complex social challenges. The colloquium is designed to strengthen the 

dialog and connection between IFIS' members and friends, mostly spread out in different countries and even 

continents. We also hope to attract new colleagues to join us and be part of IFIS’ community of integral 

research and inquiry. 

Web: http://www.ifis-freiburg.de/node/50 (English), or http://www.ifis-freiburg.de/node/85 (German) 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Institut-f%C3%BCr-integrale-Studien-Institute-for-Integral-Studies-

IFIS-424419364281628/ 
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